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The aim of this presentation is to make you comfortable with the budget process. We don’t
want this to be a stressful project. If you follow the steps outlined here, I think you will find
the process fairly easy. If you have questions, please feel free to contact Laurie Lee or
Moniqua Mclean at any time.
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Here is the basic timeline for the budget process. You can read the actual requirements in
the statutes; they are in 18B‐702. More detailed notes can also be found on the
Commission website. Look under the ABC Stores and Boards tab for Misc. Forms. The key
takeaways from this are (1) have your proposed budget ready in time for your board’s May
meeting and (2) plan to have your public hearing and your board’s final approval take place
during the June meeting.
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On the Miscellaneous Forms page you will find sample documents, a worksheet, and so on.
Keep in mind that these are samples only. Your budget does not have to include all of the
line items found in the samples. For example, your final budget will likely have just one line
for liquor taxes, rather than each tax itemized.
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Start by looking at the budget to actual reconciliation found at the end of this past year’s
audit. It will show you where you were on target and where you were off on your
estimates for last year.
Then, use your most recent financial statements to determine how close to budget you are
for this fiscal year. Not only will this help you with next fiscal year’s numbers but it will also
tell you whether or not you will need to make any budget amendments for the current year.
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You might want to use the budget worksheet to build your budget. There is an Excel
version for those with Excel and a PDF for those who prefer to work it out with pencil and
paper.
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Start with revenue. You need to know how much you will bring in before you can plan how
to spend it. Your goal is to neither over‐estimate nor under‐estimate your projected sales.
Most boards will take the current year’s sales and include a modest increase for next year.
Only you can decide what is right for your board’s circumstances. Make your best estimate.
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To help you with this, take last year’s actual sales from your audit. Put that number in the
“Last Year” column. Enter current year budget & actual figures to see where you are for
this year.
Use last year’s sales and this year’s sales to project revenue for FY 2017.
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Once you have your projected sales figure, you can easily calculate taxes and cost of goods
sold. Use your audit from last year to determine the correct percentages for your board.
Most boards will find taxes are 23 to 24% of sales and that cost of goods sold is 52 to 53%
of sales. On this slide you will see the math used to get these figures.
For taxes, you will take last years total tax figure from your audit and divide it by total
revenue. Multiply the results by 100. This will give you your percentage for taxes. Next,
take your projected revenue for next year and multiply it by that percentage. This will give
you the amount to include in your budget for taxes.
hen do the same for cost of sales. Once you have deducted taxes and cost of goods sold
you can move on to operating expenses and the other categories.
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Capital Outlay = money spent on things that will be depreciated (things considered assets)
like computer equipment, furniture, buildings, land.
(define) = insert what this asset is, do not leave the word “define” here.
Debt Proceeds = amount of money already on hand (working capital or capital
improvement fund) that will go toward this purchase.
Debt Service/Lease = debt service is the amount of principle you expect to repay on a loan
in the coming year. (Interest goes in expenses.)
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In this example, the ABC board is planning to purchase a piece of land for $500,000. They
have $300,000 already in a capital improvement account to put toward the purchase. That
leaves $200,000 that they expect to pay out of incoming revenue.
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In this case, an ABC board plans to purchase land for $500,000. They also plan to borrow
the entire amount and expect to have to pay back $50,000 in principle (not interest) during
the fiscal year. Remember, interest payments show up under expenses. To explain this
another way, the initial purchase price of the land shows a total expense of zero meaning
that none of the sales revenue coming in will go to pay for the land. However, there will be
$50,000 in revenue going to repay a portion of the debt.
If you are totally confused, call Laurie or Moniqua for help with this portion of your budget.
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When you are finished be sure to check that your budget is in balance. If you look at the
sample budget on our website, there is a double underline under Total Revenue and
another double underline at the bottom under Total Expense, Distribution & Reserve.
These two numbers should match.
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This is a simple outline of an entire budget – without all of the line items. The two totals in
red should equal when you are finished. Some budgets leave out the working capital
retained and stop there, but you need to show that as well. In summary, you are
accounting for every dollar coming in as revenue – you are either spending it or saving it.
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Don’t forget to set aside some money for contingencies. These are the unexpected
expenses that crop up during the year, like a roof leak or broken air conditioner. When you
use those funds, you will want to make a budget amendment to move money out of
contingencies and into the appropriate expense account.
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A budget amendment must be made prior to funds being obligated. The format of the
amendment is up to each individual board, however, certain elements should be present:
‐ Total increases should equal total decreases
‐ A brief description of the circumstances surrounding the need for the change
‐ An indication of board approval ‐ by signatures of the board – add to minutes
Be sure to compare your actual revenue and expenditures monthly to your budget so that
amendments get made in a timely manner.
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This is an example of a simple amendment – moving money from contingencies to capital
outlay to cover the cost of new computers.
It is signed, dated, and has a brief explanation.
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Here is another example of a simple amendment, this time moving money from
contingencies to an operating expense.
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One final example. It is perfectly fine to combine multiple adjustments into one
amendment document.
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